
Review of Rafal Lukasz Konefal’s Ph.D. thesis. 
Interactions in solutions and gels of stimuli-responsive polymer systems 

investigated by NMR spectroscopy. 
 

Rafal Lukasz Konefal has worked out his dissertation thesis in the Institute of 

Macromolecular Chemistry in Prague under the supervision of Dr. Jiří Spěváček.  The thesis 

is written in English on 78 pages. The thesis is based on eleven published papers where the 

author is either the main author or where he contributed significantly. The number is not very 

common among Ph.D. students and reflects a lot of time and effort that the author has 

invested to his work.   

Study of stimuli-responsive polymers by NMR spectroscopy is an example of a typical 

interdisciplinary field where material science meets modern instrumental analytical methods 

and NMR laboratory at the Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry has a long-lasting 

expertise in this field. 

The author has written his thesis as commented file of already published papers and 

this makes my task as a reviewer much easier because all papers had gone through reviewing 

processes. The thesis is clearly written, however, the author should have paid more attention 

to the language he used. There are chapters where the English is decent, these are mostly the 

chapters where the results are described, however, they are alternated by chapters where I 

found numerous grammatical and typing errors (mostly in the Introduction). I don’t want to 

extend the length of my review by describing each single error, instead of that I made editorial 

notes directly to the electronic version of this work. Nevertheless, I have to mention the 

severe ones here: 

Pg. 6, l. 16-17:  Spin-spin coupling is not a phenomenon, it is rather manifestation of the  

  phenomenon known as indirect spin-spin coupling. 

Pg. 8, l. 10: Common habit in NMR spectroscopy is that the direct time and later frequency  

domain of multi-dimensional experiments is assigned the highest number, in 

case of 2D it is number two. 

Pg. 8:   According to my opinion, the description of 2D NMR spectroscopy is  

oversimplified in the paragraph  1.1.1.2 

the whole text: There are numerous interchange of passive voice and -ing expressions. 

Pg. 10, l. 8: I am not an expert in stimuli-responsive polymers, but I would consider  

chemical and biochemical responses equivalent. Maybe biological response 

would be more accurate. 



Pg. 14, l.13: The sentence starting on this line is not very clear to me. 

Pg. 23, l.1: It seems to me that the first sentence of the paragraph is not complete. 

Pg. 43, l.3: In this sentence the order of the subject and the predicate should be turned  

around. 

Pg. 48, table 4.4.1 Estimation of errors is missing. I would be interested especially for the 

errors for the extremely short T2 values. 

Pg. 50, figure 4.4.4: In the caption, the author mentioned a dashed line, however, I was not 

able to find it. 

  

I have a couple of questions, some of them are technical. 

 

Question # 1is related to the figure 4.1.6 and the comment to it: 

I do not understand the explanation of how the experimental data was processed. If I put aside 

the fact that from the presented figures (4.1.6 a,b) I can’t see any fit of experimental data, 

there is a little bit controversial expression. If the relaxation curves were non-exponential, 

how would you be able to get two T2 values? Wouldn't it be more accurate saying that the 

relaxation curves were bi-exponential? I would recommend adding the figures showing the fit 

of experimental data to this thesis. 

 

Question #2 is related to the figure 4.3.5 and the comment to it: 

It looks to me that both curves are similar in shape. In case of di-block copolymer the increase 

of T2 is much bigger than for tri-block. But even for the tri-block the increase is discernible 

from the graph. Isn't it so, that the release of water occurs in both cases although in very 

different scale. I think that this experiment for the di-block should be longer, even beyond 18 

hours and then the shape of both curves would be comparable much better. 

 

Question #3 is related to the same figure 4.3.5: 

Does it mean that there is just one point and no time course T2 values at 295 K? 

 

 

Question #4 related to the figure 4.3.7 and the comment to it: 

If I look at the figure 4.3.7a, the behavior of the intensities of NOE crosspeaks between PEO 

and PNIPAm protons is atypical for all of them except methyls, which follow monotonous 

decrease of the intensity with temperature. How would you explain it. 

 



Question #5: 

There are numerous NMR methods used in this work starting from the measurement of spin-

spin relaxation time to NOE experiments to characterize the polymers and their behavior. I am 

curious whether the measurement of translational diffusion coefficients would extend 

somehow the repertoire and help to characterize the stimuli responsive polymers. Nowadays, 

it is a quite common method supported even by commercial NMR software.     

 

In conclusion, none of my comments or remarks has any effect on positive impression I 

obtained from reading this work. According to my opinion, Rafal Lukasz Konefal has already 

mastered the area of polymer chemistry and characterizing these polymers by NMR 

spectroscopy. He is a fully mature scientist and I recommend his thesis to serve as a basis for 

awarding him the title Ph.D. 
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